Control buttons of the Projector and the Remote Control

1. **POWER**
   Toggles the projector between standby mode and on.
   - **ON/Off**
     Toggles the projector between standby mode and on.

2. **POWER indicator light/TEMPerature warning light/LAMP indicator light**
   (See Indicators on page 41.)

3. **IR remote sensor**

4. **BACK**
   Goes back to previous OSD menu, exits and saves menu settings.

5. **Arrow keys (▲, ▼, ◀, ►)**
   When the On-Screen Display (OSD) menu is activated, these keys are used as directional arrows to select the desired menu items and to make adjustments.

   - **Keystone keys (◢, ◄)**
     Displays the keystone correction page.

   - **Volume keys ◀/◢**
     Decreases or increase the projector volume.
6. **SOURCE**
Displays the source selection bar.

7. **ECO BLANK**
Used to hide the screen picture.

⚠️ Do not block the projection lens from projecting as this could cause the blocking object to become heated and deformed or even cause a fire.

8. **OK**
Confirms the selected On-Screen Display (OSD) menu item.

9. **AUTO**
Automatically determines the best picture timings for the displayed image when PC signal (analog RGB) is selected.

10. **MENU**
Turns on the On-Screen Display (OSD) menu.

11. Source selection buttons: **PC 1, VIDEO HDMI 1, MHL/HDMI 2**
Selects an input source for display.

**NETWORK**
(No function.)

12. **ביל**
Toggles projector audio between on and off.

13. **MHL control buttons**
(←Previous, ► Play/Pause, ►► Next, ◀REWIND, ■ Stop, ►► Fast-forward)

Goes to the previous file/Plays/Pauses/Go to the next file/Rewinds/ Stops/Fast-forwards during media playback.

⚠️ Only available when controlling your smart device in MHL mode.

14. **LASER**
Emits visible laser pointer light for presentation purposes.

15. **ZOOM+ ZOOM-**
Magnifies or reduces the projected picture size.

16. **PAGE ▲ / PAGE ▼**
Operate your display software program (on a connected PC) which responds to page up/down commands (like Microsoft PowerPoint).

17. **INFO**
Displays the projector information.

18. **FREEZE**
Freezes the projected image.

19. **ASPECT**
Selects the display aspect ratio.

20. **MODE**
Selects an available picture setup mode.

21. **SMART ECO**
Displays the Lamp Mode menu for selecting a suitable lamp operating mode.

22. **QUICK INSTALL**
Quickly selects several functions to adjust the projected image and displays the test pattern.

---

**ALERT:** The information on the components is provided for the information purpose. It is advised not to change any settings, position, connectivity of the Projector. Any challenges contact the technical support team.